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World waits; skirmishing intensifies on border
WAR!
IN THE GULF
DHAHRAN, Saudi 
Arabia (AP) — A wait­
ing world watched 
Baghdad and the bleak 
Arabian desert Wednes­
day—Baghdad for word 
on peace, the desert for 
news of all-out war.
American helicopters
carted off hundreds of Iraqi prisoners after 
one action and Iraqi gunners zeroed in on a 
U.S. unit in another, killing one American 
and wounding seven.
A key French lawmaker said the Desert 
Storm allies would give Iraq until late Thurs­
day to respond to a Soviet peace proposal, or 
face a final offensive to drive its forces from 
Kuwait.
“Now, more than ever,” said French 
Foreign Minister Roland Dumas, “the ulti­
mate decision rests with Saddam Hussein.”
Late Wednesday, Baghdad radio said 
Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz would travel to 
Moscow “soon” with the reply of President 
Saddam and the rest of the Iraqi leadership to 
the Soviet plan, believed to call for an uncon­
ditional Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait, 
coupled with vague assurances that Saddam 
could stay in power and the Palestinian ques­
tion would eventually be addressed.
The U.N. secretary general, Javier Perez 
de Cuellar, described the initiative as a 
“historic opportunity,” and U.S. ally Italy 
also endorsed it House Speaker Thomas S. 
Foley said that if the withdrawal is uncondi­
tional, “I don’t know how (President Bush) 
could fail to accept it”
Bush kept a public silence on the issue 
Wednesday, a day after describing the plan as 
“well short” of U.S. requirements. Although 
Bush did not elaborate on his objections, 
Republican House leader Robert H. Michel 
said, “We want to see conditions change.”
Dismissing the alliance’s strategy for an 
assault on Kuwait, Baghdad radio declared: 
‘ ‘Their paper plans will be nothing when the 
ground battle starts.”
Desert Storm commander Gen. H. Nor­
man Schwarzkopf said the Iraqi army, under 
aerial bombardment for a month, was “on 
the verge of collapse.” Other senior U.S. 
officers added that they still expected a bloody 
fight.
“There’s still a formidable force out 
there,” one said.
British military sources said Iraqi troops 
were dispersing multi-rocket launchers and 
other artillery at the front in apparent readi­
ness to take on the allies with chemical 
weapons.
Jerry Redfern
SOME YOUNG gentlemen from Corvallis grade school ham It up for the camera. Their first grade class was on a field trip 
to the University campus Tuesday and had stopped In the UC for a drink before the ride home.
Judds 
tickets 
sell Friday
By Dave Hastings
Kaimin Reporter
Tickets for the May 12 concert 
featuring the Judds, Garth Brooks 
and the Pirates of the Mississippi go 
on sale Friday.
Reserved tickets are $23.75 for 
students and $24.75 for the general 
public.
ASUM Programming Director 
Rob Beckham said that reserved 
tickets will be offered on a first- 
come, first-served basis.
In addition, limited view tickets 
will be offered for $ 18.75. Limited 
view seating will be located behind 
the stage, Beckham said.
When tickets went on sale last 
Friday for a Judds show at the Bill­
ings Metro, people lined up 24 hours 
before the box office opened, Beck­
ham said. They sold more than 
4000 tickets the first day, he added.
Vietnam activist to speak tonight on media and war
By Debra Brinkman 
Kaimin reporter
The Pentagon thinks it lost the Vietnam 
War on television because there was no media 
censorship, said Todd Gitlin, an organizer of 
the first national demonstration against the 
Vietnam War.
Gitlin is the Alternative Education Day 
keynote speaker and will address “War and 
the Media” tonight at 8 in Urey Lecture Hall.
In today’s coverage of the Persian Gulf 
Fees, tuition topics of ASUM Senate candidate forum
War, the Pentagon has put a lid on available 
information concerning troop morale, troop 
living conditions and statistics about car­
nage, said Gitlin in a telephone interview 
Wednesday.
Gitlin, currently a sociology professor at 
the University of California, Berkeley, was 
president of Students for a Democratic Soci­
ety during the 1960s. “The SDS was the 
largest national student organization in the 
West,” he said.
When the United States began bombing 
in Vietnam in 1965, the SDS rallied together 
nationwide thousands of student protesters 
against the war who were outraged at the 
bombing and the increase in troops.
Gitlin is the author of several books in­
cluding “The Whole World is Watching: 
Mass Media in the Making and Unmaking of 
the New Left” and “The Sixties: Years of 
Hope, Days of Rage.”
He is the editor of the journal Dissent and 
has contributed to The Nation, The New 
Republic, Harpers, The Village Voice, 
Mother Jones and others.
“An important part of the peace move­
ment is to teach and listen,” Gitlin said. 
“Educating people is a form of action.”
Before Jan. 16, there was the democratic 
process of debate, Gitlin said, and people 
were trying to choose an appropriate action. 
But since the war started, the media has 
turned the war into a spectator sport, he said.
By Gina Boysun 
for the Kaimin
Students should be more con­
cerned about the increasing cost of 
education, several candidates for 
ASUM Senate said during an elec­
tion forum Wednesday.
Twelve of the 40 candidates for 
senate took their turn at the podium 
to talk about their positions on is­
sues, including tuition increases and 
disability access.
Candidate Craig Walker, a sen­
ior in English, was alarmed with 
the threat of more tui lion increases. 
“Maybe I’m a crusader, but when I 
see problems, they should be cor­
rected,” he said.
Another candidate, J.V. Ben­
nett, reminded listeners that the 
senate is the group that chooses 
how the $510,000 in student activ­
ity fees is spent.
Candidates Natalie Grubb and 
Stacey Hargesheimer said the 
budgeting of that $510,000 needs 
to be more diverse. Richard 
O ’ Quinn said that budgeting should 
take into account the size of the 
group and the number of students it 
affects.
Sens. Julie Kuntz and Eric 
Hummel said they thought last 
week’s budgeting was fair. “No 
one got zeroed out,” Hummel said.
ASUM PresidentChris Warden, 
who is running for a senate seat, 
attacked the proposed $9-per-quar- 
ter Campus Recreation fee. “The 
Campus Rec fee is best described as 
a crime,” he said.
Sen. Ed Tinsley, who is running 
for re-election, agreed with War­
den. “We’re getting fee’d to death,” 
he said.
If the money is going to be spent 
on anything, candidate David Von- 
dall would like to see it used to 
improve disability access on cam­
pus.
One candidate, Jay Bamell, said 
he believed it was important for 
students to be aware of the aca­
demic standards they will have to 
abide by as semester transition takes 
place.
Another candidate for senate, 
Jackson Rcdhom, who is an Ameri­
can Indian, said he thinks it is 
important to have a minority repre­
sented on the senate.
Students will have the opportu­
nity to hear from the executive 
candidates in another forum, which 
is today at noon in the UC.
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UM debate examines civil disobedience
■ W ■ ................. ., , . ... • »t -aw tn take an anti- “Civil disobedience is. hv definitinn «
Christopher L. Moore
Kaimin Reporter
Civil disobedience is not a criminal activ­
ity and can be a powerful tool in protest 
against the Persian Gulf war, a UM professor 
said in a debate Wednesday night.
The debate, sponsored by Phi Eta Sigma, 
a freshman honor society, addressed the 
question: “Is civil disobedience an appropri­
ate tool in the protest against war in the 
Persian Gulf?”
Bill Chaloupka, an associate professor of 
political science at UM, argued for civil dis­
obedience in front of about 75 people in the
UM Liberal Arts building, and Missoula 
attorney Dr. Fred Thomson arg ued against it.
Chaloupka said civil disobcdicncc is not a 
criminal activity because it docs not promote 
criminal gain. “Civil disobedience, at least, 
strives to involve a moral purpose, he said.
“I believe that every war deserves oppo­
sition” and civil disobedience is a strong 
weapon available to the public, he said.
Civil disobedience in protest of the war 
should be directed at keeping U.S. military 
objectives the same as the objectives set out 
by the United Nations resolution supporting 
the war, Chaloupka said.
He added that it isn’  e sy o ­
war stance, and doing so won’t make the war 
go away.
“It seems unlikely to me that our troops are 
affected in the least” by civil disobedience, 
he said.
Chaloupka said he was concerned that the 
United States is militarily almost unopposed 
in the Gulf and that President Bush has 
“painted Saddam Hussein as a demon.”
On the other side of the issue, Thomson 
called people who use civil disobedience 
“freeloaders,” and said there are better ways 
of pioneering change in government.
‘ i il is i c  i , by fi itio  a 
criminal act,” he said. It is an “inappropriate 
tool for lawful protest,” he added.
“There are lawful and acceptable ways of 
bringing the war to an end” and people should 
act within the democratic system to change 
things, he said.
Thomson added that peace activists should 
“try to do more in a lawful way” before they 
break the law in protest.
Civil disobedience was warranted in the 
civil rights protests of the 1950s and 1960s 
because there were no other alternatives 
available to the protesters, he conceded.
ASUM opposes 
Badger drilling, 
semester transition
By Kevin Anthony 
for the Kaimin
The ASUM Senate adopted a 
resolution Wednesday night op­
posing any drilling for oil in the 
Badger-Two Medicine area.
Sen. Ed Tinsley, co-author 
of the resolution, said the voice 
of 10,000 students will be heard 
by legislators in Helena before 
they make any final decision 
about letting oil companies drill 
in the land.
“Once the first hole is dug or 
the first bridge is built, there’s 
no going back,” he said.
Sen. Ed Zink, the second 
author of the resolution, said he 
wanted to do something besides 
hand out money to the Badger 
preservation supporters as 
ASUM has done in the past.
Drilling in the Badger area 
would detract from Western 
Montana’s tourist industry, 
ASUM President Chris Warden 
said, adding that oil exploration 
would not add to the economy.
“We aren’t booming,” he 
said, “but at least (people are) 
not moving away.”
Copies of the resolution will 
be sent to the Montana Legisla­
ture and to the U.S. Forest Serv­
ice.
The senate voted to support 
House Joint Resolution 26, 
which would ask the Board of 
Regents to reconsider the pro­
posed transition to semesters.
“We might be able to win this 
thing, for God’s sake,” Sen. John 
Crocker said. Crocker called 
the resolution a “glimmer of 
hope” to remain on the quarter 
system.
The senate also adopted a 
resolution supporting state leg­
islation that would require the 
Legislature, state agencies and 
universities to use recycled 
paper.
Zink said that by endorsing 
use of recycled paper, the sen­
ate is leading by example.
As the meeting ended, retir­
ing ASUM adviser Patrick 
Edgar said he was outraged by 
the “back-stabbing” that oc­
curred between senators in the 
past year, calling some senators 
“rumor mongers”.
Edgar said most advisers stay 
around for one or two years. He 
said he either was a “fool” or 
has “thicker skin than most” 
After three years, he said, his 
skin is not thick enough any 
more.
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Attention:
The ASUM Elections Committee will 
introduce the candidates for ASUM Presi­
dent, Vice-President and Business Manager 
today at 12 noon in the UC Campus Court. 
Candidates will be presenting their plat­
forms, and accepting questions. We strongly 
encourage your participation. This is your 
chance to meet the candidates.
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Environmental activism drives Missoula legislator
By Laura Olson 
Kaimin Reporter
HELENA— Bob Ream is more at home in 
the halls of the forestry building than in the 
halls of the Capitol. If he had to choose, 
Ream, 54, would rather be teaching than 
legislating. But he said that the five sessions 
he has been a member of the Montana House 
of Representatives have helped him become 
a better educator.
“I have been able to impart some of the 
excitement” of being a legislator to students, 
Ream said. The Missoula Democrat said the 
bills he has carried since his first stint in the 
Legislature in 1983 “have been a big boost to 
my teaching” at the University of Montana’s 
School of Forestry and Wildlife Biology 
department
This session, students and Montanans alike 
will probably remember Ream most for his 
crusade against Montana’s controversial 
bison hunt outside Yellowstone National 
Park. Ream has been critical of the bison 
hunt since the Legislature approved the hunt 
in 1985, despite objections from Fish, Wild­
life and Parks. Ream and other opponents 
of the hunt won a victory Tuesday when the 
House passed House Bill 390, Ream’s bill to 
end the hunt, by a vote of 56-42.
The bill must pass a final vote in the 
House before being sent to the Senate.
On Saturday, Feb. 16, the House voted 
46-53 against the bill, but Ream convinced 
legislators to debate his bill a second time. If 
the bill passes theSenate and is signed by 
Gov. Stan Stephens, game wardens would 
shoot the bison that leave Yellowstone Na­
tional Park.
Ream says his hard work and dedication to 
abolish the bison hunt reflect his larger re­
spect for Montana and for Montana’s long 
tradition of hunting and fishing. Every hunt 
has three elements, said Ream, who is an avid 
hunter and fisherman. First, the hunter must 
go out into nature and look for the animal. 
Then, the hunter must stalk and track the 
animal, and finally, the hunter kills the ani­
mal. The bison hunt, Ream said, involves 
only the killing aspects of the hunt.”Most big 
game animals have a reaction to predators,” 
he said. “The bison don’t run, hide or stand 
their ground as a group.”
National animal rights groups like The 
Fund For Animals have also opposed the hunt 
and have threatened a boycott of Montana if 
the hunt continues.
Ream said many opponents to HB 390 
believe the bill is a concession to the groups, 
which boast membership numbers in the 
thousands and could pose a real threat to 
Montana’s tourism industry if a boycott 
occurs.
Although Ream’s bill and the bison hunt 
have divided the Legislature and Montana, 
even his staunchest opponents on the issue 
have great respect for Ream’s perseverance 
and dedication to end the hunt.
Rep. William “Red” Menahan, D-Ana- 
conda, who sponsored the legislation in 1985 
that allowed the bison hunt, said that those 
people who have accused Ream of being 
weak and bowing down to animal rights ac­
tivists are wrong.
“Hell, no, he’s not a wimp,” Menahan 
said. “He is honest and we all appreciate his 
See "Ream,” page 8.
UM ministries active in wartime
By Kathleen McLaughlin 
for the Kaimin
In response to the outpouring of 
m ixed emotions on the Persian Gulf
War, campus ministries are 
offering additional services to help 
students sort out their opinions. 
The Christian, Catholic and Epis­
copalian campus ministries are 
among those offering prayer and 
support groups for UM students.
The three organizations have 
the same goal: to help members 
feelcomfortable with their individ­
ual opinions about the war.
Karen Hudson, campus chap­
lain for the Episcopal church, said 
she has seen a mix of feelings from 
students, although no one supports 
the actual war.”
Hudson, who leads a student 
group at Holy Spirit Church, said 
theEpiscopalian ministry recog­
nizes the three basic reactions of 
people to war participant, objector 
and resistor. She said that in the 
groups she triesto help students 
examine their feelings on the con­
flict and give themguidelines to 
make a personal decision.
Hudson also said that her stu­
dents are experiencing a “mix of 
feelings”about the conflict, but she 
has not talked to any who favor the 
actual war.
She said the main concern for 
her campus ministry now is to pre­
pare fora possible reinstatement of 
the draft.
The ministry at Holy Spirit, the 
Episcopalian church, included a 
seriesof lectures on the war Wed­
nesday night Chris Quimby, a UM 
student who attended the meeting, 
said the student group has helped 
him by bringing up different opin­
ions and questions from other stu­
dents about the conflict.
At Christ the King, campus rep­
resentative John Neumann has been 
involved with students in the peace 
movement Neumann said, “We 
want to give students a non-threat­
ening environment to sort out their 
feelings about the war.”
Neumann said that most students 
are “tom” about what stance to take 
on the issue. He and the other Catho­
lic ministers at Christ the King have 
worked with the Student Coalition 
for Social Responsibility in organ­
izing the weekly memorial services 
on the Oval for casualties of the 
Gulf war.
He said that he wants to encour­
age the student group to keep the 
linesof communication open “be­
cause our commitment to peace­
making starts at home.”
Christ the King is offering spe­
cial Friday services and sup- 
portgroups on Monday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday afternoons for those 
who want to talk about their con­
cerns regarding the war.
John Engels, campus chaplain 
for University Christian Fellowship, 
said the mood in his student group is 
mainly nationalistic.
Engels said he has noticed an 
increase in members of his student 
group this year butis reluctant to 
attribute that fact to the crisis in the 
gulf.
Christians differ on war
By Kathleen McLaughlin 
for the Kaimin
Should a Christian go to war? 
Yes, if the cause is just, said the 
majority of students at 
Wednesday’s University Chris­
tian Fellowship meeting.
John Engels, the campus or­
ganizer for the Christian Life 
Center, opened his lecture to the 
assembly with that question and 
only one person in the group said 
“no.”
Engels said that members of 
the church largely base their opin­
ions of the war on how much 
they believe Christians should 
become involved with the gov­
ernment If they believe in total 
separation of church and state, 
he said, then they will likely be 
pacifists.
Engels explained to the stu­
dentorganization that the church 
acccptsfour courses of action in 
time of war and gave support 
from the Bible for each view­
point
Pacifists, he said, are Chris­
tians who will not participate in 
war for any reason, while “non­
resistors” will serve in areas not 
involving combat, such as medi­
cal and spiritual.
On the other hand, some fol­
lowers believe in the concept of 
a “just war,” which is mainly an 
action of defense, Engels said.
The last group he spoke about 
is those who allow an offensive 
actionas a preventive measure. 
Engels said that he has chosen 
to be a “non-resistor” because 
the original teachings of the 
religion stress nonviolence.
Correction
The graph of tribal enrollment that the Kaimin published yester­
day should have included the Sioux and Assiniboine tribes of Fort 
Peck. There are about 9,500 enrolled members. New members must 
have at least a one-fourth blood quantum of Sioux and/or Assin­
iboine. Associate members need only have at least one-eighth blood
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ATTENTION:
The ASUM Executive Primary
Election for the offices of President 
and Vice-President will be held
Wednesday, February 27th. If you 
are unable to vote on this day, 
absentee ballots are now available in 
the ASUM offices. In order to obtain 
a ballot you must have a valid I.D.
Absentee ballots are due by 4:00 pm 
February 27th.
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Kaimin Editorial Board
Tom Walsh, Melanie Ihrelkeld, 
Laura Olson,Cheryl Buchta
Editorials reflect the views of the board. Columns and 
letters reflect the views of the author.
Holes in pockets are rude deal
EDITORIAL
Energy policy 
no policy at all
It’s cold, dark and windy and you’ve got to wait it 
outlO more minutes before the bus comes. That person 
over there looks pretty strange and what are you doing 
there anyway?
You’re weaving in and out of long lines of traffic trying 
to avoid pot holes and trucks at the same time. You’re 
sucking down carbon monoxide like crazy and you ask 
what you’re doing there anyway.
It’s pretty hard in our society to conserve energy. It’s a 
lot easier to just take the car, be warm and safe and save 
your lungs. Especially since most people aren’t doing 
their share.
That’s why our country needs a decent energy plan. 
The last 10 years have proved that citizens and private en­
terprise aren’t going to conserve willingly. We need to 
have legislation that sets an example and gives us incen­
tives to conserve.
Our society isn’t built around a relaxed way of life 
where we can afford to wait an hour for the next bus. Our 
streets aren’t built for people to safely ride bicycles. Cars 
have become a fixed part of society and we need to start 
planning for ways to use them efficiently.
But the Bush administration wants us to keep right on 
polluting and guzzling gas as usual. The long-awaited 
administration energy plan was expected out yesterday. 
And if it resembles the draft copy obtained last week, as 
it’s expected to, this country’s in trouble.
Sen. Albert Gore, D-Tenn. said it best when he de­
clared, “This isn’t even an excuse for an energy policy.”
Bush’s plan calls for renewed oil production, “respon­
sible” development of offshore oil resources and oil explo­
ration in Alaska’s Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
He wants to make it easier to build nuclear power 
plants and natural gas pipelines.
But you won’t find much about conservation in his 
plan. Despite the federal Department of Energy’s predic­
tion that by 2010 the United States will get 70 percent of 
its oil from foreign sources, Bush is refusing to ask 
American’s to quit using so much gasoline.
Well, conservation won’t make our reliance on oil go 
away, you may say. And you’re right. Our society runs 
on oil. Even if we wanted to we are not going to quit 
using massive quantities of oil overnight. Secretary of 
Commerce Robert Mossbacher, who was an oilman before 
he came to Washington said, “Crass or not, it’s oil that 
keeps everybody going.”
But what if this country had gotten on the stick 10 years 
ago and developed a decent energy policy that incorpo­
rated conservation?
Anybody that traded in their 17 mile-per-gallon Old­
smobile Cutlass for a 40 mile-per-gallon Toyota can 
answer that question. If we drove cars that used less gas, 
we wouldn’t be using so much oil today.
But the Reagan-Bush administration told us we didn’t 
need to stop using so much gas. They had lots of excuses 
that sounded good to many people at the time.
Our lack of a conservation policy has come back to 
haunt us. We’re sending our children and husbands and 
wives to the desert to pay for our fun. In Bush’s own 
words we are defending our “very way of life” in the 
Middle East. And our way of life depends on cars.
Now we’re going to pay the $15 billion war bill 
because we were on a buy-now-pay-later plan.
It didn’t have to be that way. And it doesn’t have to 
continue.
We have the technology and the means to control our 
guzzling of oil. We don’t have to make our lives and 
foreign policy revolve around getting oil from other 
countries.
We can demand that our leaders make conservation a 
part of our lives.
So you think you’ve got those poli­
ticians right exactly where you want 
them this time, huh? You’ve got them 
over the barrel, hmmm? They’ve got 
no choice but to come to terms with 
you, right? Or, by damn, you’ll just 
hang on to your tax money this year and 
they can go whistle for the trillion dol­
lars or so they need to run the show. Is 
that it?
Wake up, man, it’s time to do your 
income taxes.
Aren’t taxes wack, as my son might 
say? It’s like we walk around with 
money falling out of big holes in our 
pockets. We’ve become so used to the 
holes that we figure the loss into our 
budgeL “Let’s see, my paycheck will 
be for $200, but I’ll drop some of it in 
the street, so that’11 leave me with $ 170.”
Of course, we know that taxes are 
needed to fix the streets and build the 
bridges and heat the schools and design 
the bombs that make this such a won­
derful world to live in. But couldn’t 
they be a little more polite about how 
they get the taxes from us?
I mean, imagine your children going 
to your boss the day before payday and 
getting their allowance directly out of 
your paycheck before you * ve even seen 
iL Is the withholding tax a rude deal, or 
what?
Remember your disappointment and 
indignation when, as a teen-ager with 
your first job, you got your first pay­
check and it wasn’t as big as you had 
figured it 99 times that week? There on 
the check stub were the figures that you 
had expected, at the wage you had 
proudly accepted, but between the 
“gross pay” line and the “net pay” line 
something funny had happened. Wel­
come to the working world, kid.
Actually, though, the withholding 
scheme saves some of us from our own
foolishness. It’s better to be on your 
knees every April, begging for a tax 
refund so your dying child can get that 
Nintendo machine that will keep him 
alive, than to owe money to the Inter­
nal Revenue Service.
Woe to the poor Idiot, read inde­
pendent operator, who doesn’t have 
taxes withheld, but is responsible for 
paying them four times a year. I know, 
because IT HAPPENED TO ME.
I was an independent courier in 
San Francisco for a few months one 
winter, fearlessly braving wind, rain 
and Muni buses to keep corporate 
America running. The amazing thing 
during those few months as an inde­
pendent was that the holes in my 
pockets disappeared. No more lost 
money! I figured I had become a 
proletariat or something, getting paid 
a full day’s wages for a full day’s 
work.
Even if I had been organized and 
respon s ible enough to think about sav­
ing money to pay taxes, I figured the 
government was making a better liv­
ing than I was and didn’t need my 
meager contribution.
I was right. The $1,500 or so that I 
owed wasn’t enough to make a differ­
ence to the government. So they 
doubled it with penalties and interest, 
until it was enough to make a differ­
ence. And then, three years later, they 
came a callin’.
Actually, they sent a letter, with my 
tax return even, telling me that they had 
an old bone to pick with me. If I didn’t 
respond, they would still have a bone to 
pick, but I would be the bone.
Well, a nice lady on a clear phone 
connection generously gave me three 
long months to make good my outstand­
ing obligation, and I sold 400 pints of 
blood to a scar-faced fellow in a Tijuana 
alley and paid the bill.
Weirdly enough, I liked it In fact, 
while I was walking around with a drip 
line in my neck I noticed how much 
people really take pride in paying their 
taxes, no matter that they complain so 
loudly. Watch Joe or Janet Citizen when 
they get pulled over by a traffic cop or 
otherwise hassled by authority.
“Hey, I’m a taxpayer! I am some­
body!” It’s like they expect to be ill- 
treated until the world knows that they, 
too, are worthy. They pay their taxes.
The withholding device collects most 
people’s income tax efficiently and then 
a kind of cultural peer pressure helps 
collect more. But in case some people 
still don’t get the message, the govern­
ment runs special television spots every 
few years.
You’ve probably seen one of those 
spots on the evening news. There’s usu­
ally a farmhouse surrounded by FBI 
agents. Holed up inside is some doomed 
tax protester with a collection of guns 
that could have been sold to pay off his 
tax bill. “The last living member of the 
Posse-Come-and-Shot-Us tax resis­
tance gang is holed up in a bam outside 
of Fargo tonight....”
The Taxman cometh. Remember, you 
can run but you can’t hide your taxable 
income.
Roger Renville is a senior 
in history, political science 
and journalism
E STREET by JON CALOARA
■Cheryl Buchta
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Bush’s New World Order an old world blueprint
Recently there has been much ado from 
the Bush administration about allegiance to 
the “New World Order.”
The Ivy League crowd claims that the 
Order will be one of peace and tranquility, 
where democracy and prosperity will be 
universal.
In 1973 David Rockefeller founded the 
Trilateral Commission, an elitist collage of 
North American, European and Japanese 
corporate executives, government officials 
and neo-libcral intellectuals. Their initial 
publication, “The Crisis of Democracy,” 
poses the thesis that democracy is too diffi­
cult a political system to govern, while hint­
ing at the ease of “management by monar­
chy,” et al.
Presidents Ford, Carter and Bush are 
among the horde of federal officials to have 
served on the Commission, giving the Tri­
lateral agenda much sway in matters of U.S. 
foreign policy.
The agenda is one of cooperation and 
containment. Cooperation among devel­
oped nations via multinational business ven­
tures. Containment of nationalist sentiment 
in the developing world through regional
By
Dean 
Henderson
gendarmes. Countries such as South Korea, 
South Africa, Chile and Saudi Arabia are 
pinpointed as geopolitically important and 
U.S. dollars are pumped into their economies 
in exchange for cheap Hyundais, diamonds 
or oil.
These countries then serve as regional 
policemen, putting down nationalist move­
ments in their sphere of influence.
Both cooperation and containment ulti­
mately serve multinational corporations, 
which the Trilateralists represent
The Uruguayan Round, The Business 
Roundtable, The Club of Rome and The Club 
of Paris are similar policy groups whose 
membersh ips are comprised of the same crowd 
of millionaires and billionaires. Their utopia 
is a world void of government restrictions, 
where international capital moves freely 
without such “barriers” as minimum wage, 
environmental regulation, unions or corpo­
rate taxes.
A few months ago in Brussels, U.S., Eu­
ropean Community and Japanese heavy­
weights met to discuss GATT (General 
Agreement on Trades and Tariffs), which 
was hatched out of the Uruguayan Round in 
1986. While executives met in posh sur­
roundings to discuss tearing down trade 
“barriers,” European farmers protested out­
side.
These farmers realized that the end of EC 
ag subsidies would pit their wheat against 
that of Indian farmers and their highly under­
valued rupees. The winners would be multi­
national grain processors like Cargill and 
Continental Grain who buy where currency 
is undervalued and sell to the highest bidder.
By maintaining a surplus of grain these 
processors can also further suppress the 
market price.
GATT is one example of attempts by the 
super-rich to impose a top-down New World 
Order upon the planet. So where does the 
current war fit in?
It is, more than anything, a test.
If the coalition of developed nations (and 
a few of their gendarmes) can successfully 
prosecute this war, the oil cartel will retain 
control of the world’s oil supply , the U.S. 
role of mercenary army for the New World 
Order will be validated in American minds 
and the US defense industry will pump itself 
up to play the same role for the Order in the 
future.
George Bush has indeed sworn his alle­
giance to the New World Order.
It is his allegiance to America that is in 
question.
U.S. workers will increasingly see their 
jobs sacrificed to robots and Third World 
labor camps.
Our infrastructure will continue to 
crumble.
And our children will die for an Ivy League 
crowd of Machiavellian disciples bent on 
relegating our nation to the roleof mercenary 
in their macabre vision of a New World 
Order.
Dean Henderson is a graduate 
student in environmental studies
Letters
Show sensitivity
Editor:
I am a housewife from Mon­
tana with a husband currently serv­
ing in Saudi Arabia with Opera­
tion Desert Storm. He wants to 
send a message to all war protest­
ers.
This war is being covered by 
the media, more so than any other. 
It is watched by almost every U.S. 
citizen as well as people all over 
the world, including the soldiers.
No one wants to take away your 
freedom of speech, but our men 
and women in combat are watch­
ing you. They wonder why you 
refuse to support them. For many 
of them who are older, this is the 
second war they have seen, 
whether they fought in battle or 
watched from the sidelines. They 
remember vividly what transpired 
them. Many soldiers died in battle, 
but many were killed in another 
kind of action when they came 
home, by people like you.
The stress of war compounded 
by the stress of hopelessness when 
they returned to a country that did 
not support them caused many to 
commit suicide. Some died physi­
cally, but others died emotionally 
and are still out there trying to 
cope.
It is no longer of any impor­
tance whether we should go to war 
or not—we are there. Nothing you 
say or do will change that now. 
What does matter is that you are 
desperately hurting the morale of 
the soldiers by your protests. If 
you don’t believe me, ask them. 
That message comes home repeat­
edly!
If you have a shred of decency, 
if you care about their well-being, 
stop burning flags. Stop scream­
ing at the president and let him do 
his job so our soldiers can come 
home soon. Stop turning back the 
pages of time to Vietnam.
None of the men and women in 
this war want to die. Some of them 
don’t want to be there at all. But 
they are. Don’tkill them here while 
Iraq is trying to kill them there. 
Aren’t war casualties enough? You 
keep saying, “Remember Viet­
nam?”; well, I do remember it, only 
too well, and so does my husband. 
That’s why he asks you to stop 
dividing the country with useless 
protests.
As the wi fe of one of those many 
brave soldiers, I am frightened all 
of the time and so are my children. 
There is a knot in my stomach 24 
hours a day. But I am also proud of 
my husband as well as every other 
man and woman over them. They 
are fighting to liberate the world 
from terrorism. So when you shout 
that you have freedom of speech, I 
will be the first to agree, but please 
think before you speak and use that 
freedom responsibly.
Susan Schweck
Review gambling
Editor:
There is an issue that is coming 
before the legislature that has me 
rally concerned. As a third genera­
tion Montanan, it really concerns 
me that we “enjoy” the reputation 
of authorizing more forms of gam­
bling than every state except Ne­
vada and New Jersey.
In 1982, Montana voters, by a 
62 percent “no” vote, decided 
against expanded gambling. Just 
three years later, the state legisla­
ture legalized poker machines, and 
we now have over 20 forms of 
legalized gambling. Montana’s 
“casinoization” is so rapid the 
Department of Justice says it has 
inadequate staff to regulate present 
gambling (10 investigators for 
2,450 operators and dealers plus 
10,184 active machines). In 1988, 
Montana and Nevada had similar 
populations, yet Nevada had 1,700 
percent more robberies and 400 
percent more motor vehicle thefts.
Needless to say, the gaming 
industry has been working very hard 
and spending lots of money to le­
galize more gambling in Montana. 
Gaming advocates say it will pro­
vide 2-3,000 more jobs, leaving out 
the fact that most hired are out-of- 
state experienced dealers. They 
leave out the social ramifications, 
also. Approximately 3-4 percent of 
Montanans (about 25,000 people) 
are compulsive gamblers, and cur­
rently there is not adequate help 
available.
Please, I implore you to contact 
your legislator by calling them 
personally or call 444^4800 and 
leave a message for two legislators 
with your view, there is also a small 
grassroots organization called 
“Don’t Gamble with the Future,” 
Box 2301, Kalispell, MT 59903. 
Write them for mailings that keep 
everyone updated.
Thank you for allowing me an 
opportunity to express my con­
cerns.
Gary Hall
‘Diverse’ club
Editor:
Students on your campus are 
becoming increasingly concerned 
about implications of the current 
war and about related prospects for 
resumption of conscription (“Stu­
dents Prepare to Dodge a Draft That 
Doesn’t Exist,” Wall Street Jour­
nal, Feb. 8). In that regard, many of 
your readers may be quite inter­
ested in a plan of the Archonist 
Club. Indeed, our “Klinger Plan” 
can be more effective than various 
schemes which students mentioned 
to Joan Rigdon of the Wall Street 
Journal.
The “Klinger Plan” relies upon 
the continuing hostility of the mili­
tary services toward transsexuals 
and toward lesbians. Male resisters 
declare that they are lesbian-ori­
ented transsexuals and—with bene­
fit of proper preparation and of 
proper support-project the proper 
image. Women-including mothers, 
sisters, lovers and friends—can as­
sist in various preparations. If we 
can elicit the support of lesbians 
and of real transsexuals, they can 
contribute expertise and credibil­
ity. For substantial information 
about transsexualism and about 
transsexuals, we are referring inter­
ested persons to the psychiatric lit­
erature at libraries and to TAPES 
TRY, published by the International
Foundation for Gender Education, 
P.O. Box 367, Wayland, MA 
01778.
Archonist strategists are hop­
ing for participation by diverse 
persons, including normal objec­
tors, radicals, real “deviates,” 
“fanatics” and jokers who follow 
the “anything-for-laughs” philoso­
phy. Real transsexuals—who have 
not yet achieved gender-reassign­
ment—can combine anti-war ideal­
ism with the quest for feminiza­
tion. Normal “fanatics” may opt 
for gender-reassignment in lieu of 
unconscionable service and of 
miserable incarceration in the 
brutal prisons of America. We 
calculate that this mixture will 
generate maximum confusion for 
the system and maximum pressure 
upon politicians for more judicious 
policies and for more vigorous 
pursuit of alternatives to war.
Politically aware persons can 
appreciate the focus upon policy 
and the need for pressures upon 
politicians. For example, as the 
Wall Street Journal recently re­
ported (“Pro-Israel Lobby Quietly 
Backed Resolution Allowing Bush 
to Commit U.S. Troops to Com­
bat,” Jan. 28), the Jewish Lobby— 
which deemed this conflict “so 
relevant to Israel”—assumed a 
“crucial” role “in tandem with the 
Bush administration” for manipu­
lation of Congress. In the absence 
of effective counterpressures, the 
“special interests” will operate with 
similar effectiveness for future 
promotion of otherwise avoidable 
conflicts.
The Archonist Club is listed in 
the Encyclopedia of Associations.
William L. Knaus 
Archonist regents
The Kaimin welcomes expres­
sions of all views from its readers. 
Letters should be no more than 300 
words, typed and doublespaced. 
They must Include signature, valid 
mailing address, telephone number, 
and student's year and major. All 
letters are subject to editing for brev­
ity and clarity. Letters should be 
mailed or brought to the Kaimin
Today 
Column
• Sigma Xi lecture - “Devel­
opment of a Novel Dispersant for 
Oil Slicks,” by Dick Potter, vice 
president of Basic Bio Systems 
Inc., noon, Science Complex 334/ 
304.
• Noontime Knowledge - 
“Why should I Bother to Get to 
Know You?” by Professor Ulys­
ses Doss, director of African- 
American studies, 12-10-1 p.m., 
Montana rooms.
• Career Services Workshop - 
“Interviewing Techniques,” 3:10- 
4:30, Liberal Arts 335.
• ASUM program-”Can I 
Speak for You, Brother?” featur­
ing Phillip E. Walker in a one- 
man play depicting black leaders, 
8 p.m., Copper Commons, free.
• Montana Public Radio 
(KUFM/KGPR), broadcasting 
from UM will air one-hour at 7:30 
p.m., Thursday, Feb. 21, on the 
impact of the Persian Gulf War.
• UM inter-collegiate cycling 
team organizational meeting at 7 
p.m. in the Copper Commons. 
All interested cyclists invited. Call 
721-2621.
• Attention Education Stu­
dents: Students enrolled for 
Spring Quarter in the educational 
lab courses, Education 201 or212 
should remember to pick up their 
lab assignments in the Certifica­
tion Office, LA 133. Office hours 
10-12 and 1-3.
• Game Day USA, photo 
exhibit of 22 of America’s most 
renowned photographers. Room 
303, Journalism Building.
Write
a tetter 
to the 'Editor
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Lady Griz won’t rest after clinching tournament
Selvig says Saturday’s 
game against third- 
place Weber State will 
be business as usual for 
UM.
By Joe Kolman 
Kaimin Sports Reporter
By clinching the regular 
season championship and 
securing the right to host the Big 
Sky conference tournament last 
week, the Lady Griz can relax 
until the tournament, right?
Wrong, head coach Robin Sel­
vig said. UM faces Weber State 
Saturday in Utah, and Selvig said 
the Lady Griz arc treating the 
game just like any other.
“The conference is the 
toughest thing to win,” he said, 
“but it won’t really have any 
effect on how we prepare for 
games.”
Selvig pointed out that even 
though the Lady Griz have 
clinched the home court advan­
tage for the Big Sky tournament, 
they are still vying for an NCAA 
tournament spot.
The winner of the Big Sky
tournament receives an automatic 
NCAA spot, but the other teams 
may gain a berth by their records 
and the difficulty of their sched­
ules.
While UM is assured a Big 
Sky playoff spot, Weber State is 
still in the heat of the battle for 
the remaining three positions. 
The Lady Wildcats sport a 9-5 
record, good for third in the Big 
Sky.
The last time the Lady Griz 
played Weber, UM trailed at 
halftime by two points and then 
raced to a 75-59 win.
Forward Melanie Knott scored 
16 points, and her frontcourt part­
ner Cindy Holcomb grabbed 12 
rebounds.
Knott and Holcomb, whom 
Selvig called “explosive,” are two 
of WSU’s four senior starters.
Montana’s lone senior starter, 
Marti Kinzler, missed both games 
last weekend because of back 
spasms.
Selvig said Kinzler has a disc 
problem that “just isn’t getting 
any better.”
LADY GRIZ senior guard Marti Klnzler's nagging back Injury will probably force her to sit out Saturday's game against Weber 
State. She says she'll definitely be In action for the Big Sky tournament.
"The conference 
is the toughest 
thing to win,"
Lady Griz 
head coach Robin Selvig
Kinzler, UM’s second leading 
scorer, confers with Selvig on a 
day-to-day basis about her condi­
tion, Selvig said.
Kinzler has seen doctors, 
Selvig said, and they have told 
her she needs rest.
Selvig said clinching the 
conference race will give Kinzler 
some time to heal, but added that 
“one thing we don’t have is a lot 
of time off.”
Sophomore Joy Anderson, 
along with freshmen Kristin 
Omlid and Kelly Pilcher, have 
come off the bench to fill in for 
Kinzler. Selvig said the trio 
played well last week and “didn’t 
make a lot of mistakes.”
Things just stay the same at the old fishing hole
The day I stepped into the Stil- 
liguamish River in western Wash­
ington wearing neoprene waders 
was the day I lost my youth.
I was 22, but until that point 
nothing had changed in my fishing 
method, style or dress.
I used to relish the times that the 
“Orvis angler,” clad in his Orvis 
neoprenes, wearing full-grain 
leather, steel-toed, felt-bottom 
wading shoes, waving his Batten­
kill rod with matching reel and 
poking at the bottom with his 
wading staff, would look upstream 
with disbelieving eyes at the bare­
legged kid, out to his waist in frigid 
May run-off, whipping the water 
into a froth.
I had always braved the chill, 
the loss-of-breath, high-voice-for- 
a-week chill that was synonymous 
with wading ice-melt streams in 
shorts and high-top hoop shoes.
Above first, most and biggest 
fish bets came the highest wager— 
who could be first into a stream. I 
learned that the best way is the 
fastest way. Some friends of mine 
didn’t catch on. My cousin Gary 
was the worst Wearing cut-off 
Levis and knee-high cowboy boots, 
he’d inch his way into the water, 
one loss-of-breath ata time. Words 
can’t do justice when describing 
the look of agony on Gary’s face 
whenever he reached the point of 
no return.
By Greg Thomas 
outdoor columnist
Just last spring I laughed at 
droves of fly-fishermen who 
showed up for the trout opener in 
Yellowstone. Here I was in the 
middle of the Firehole, my legs 
enjoying warm water bubbling out 
of a spring from the river’s bottom. 
And there they were, sweating in 
neoprenes, just upstream. Texans 
or Easterners I guessed. They, 
literally, looked like a million 
bucks, but they caught no more 
fish than I. I took great pride in 
catching one rainbow that, along 
with my Bitch-Creek Nymph, had 
a Hare’s-Ear nymph imbedded in 
its jaw. From an earlier discus­
sion, I secured knowledge that the 
sweating man just upstream was 
using... a Hare’s-ear-nymph! I 
gently plucked the nymph from 
the trout, released the fish and 
proudly displayed my trophy on 
the wool patch of my fly vest A 
later discussion with the sweating 
man netted an infuriated, red-faced 
glance at my wool patch. For him 
it netted a toothy grin from my­
self.
But as all strings to our youth 
seem to get cut, so did the strings 
connecting me to my fishing youth 
and bare-legged, teeth-grinding 
wading in wickedly cold streams.
I was neoprened and sweating, 
standing in the Stilliguamish in 
August in 50-degrce water with the 
air tcmperaturc near 80 degrees when 
I realized that I was no different from 
the spring fishermen of Yellowstone.
I was fishless and looking with 
envy at four kids downstream who’d 
just landed a steelhead. They’d been 
alternating between casting for trout 
and swimming in the same hole. I 
looked down at my pathetic waders 
and decided that while most things 
change some things have to stay the 
same. I took a quick glance up and 
down stream, stripped down to my 
skivvies, slipped into the Stilly, took 
a few laps across the river and then 
went back to fishing-neopreneless.
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LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Large black rot weiller, near Reserve 
and 4th. Comes to "Katie." Call 549-8346 
or 243-6863. 2-15-3
Lost: One square leather change purse with 
rhinoceros on it Call 728-0376. 2-15-3
Lost: Blue Woolrich shell with Copper
Butterfly pin. Todd, 728-8620. 2-15-3
Lost' 2/13-red folder of physiology notes. 
Please return to UC Info desk or Biology 
Science office in Health Science. Thanks. 
2-20-3
PERSONALS
Noon Time Knowlege Free Lecture Series. 
Today Prof. Ulysses Doss will present “Why 
Should I Bother to Get to Know You... 
Examining Intercultural Relations." UC 
Montana rooms. All welcome. 2-21-1
Having problems or just feeling stressed? 
The STUDENT WALK-IN is free, 
confidential, and you don't need an 
appointment. East door of the Health 
Service. 2-21-1
Rhino Press: Lack of Talent Night
It's Thursday night at the 
Rhinoceros, which once again can only 
mean one thing: the internationally famous 
Import Night, (all imports only $1.75.) The 
air in the bar is electric with anticipation for 
the open microphone contest, Chad Dilwad 
III being the Emcee. A nerve-wrecked 
overdressed Chad is decked out in a 
flamingo-toned Vegas ’99 tuxedo with 
matching disco globe. He introduces the 
first act. Cedi Nosebleed, doing his Elvis 
impersonation of “Love Me Tenderloin." 
Cecil is adorned with a white bell-bottomed 
jumpsuit with chrome studs, a Count 
Chocula collar, and is immediately booed 
off the stage. As Cecil dashes to the bar to 
drown his sorrows, he loses his footing and 
trips over his flacid Miracle-Whip hair. 
Chad returns to the mic and introduces the 
next act “Let’s give a big, warm and squishy 
welcome to Patchouli Tyedye and Wade 
Stumpbroke: The Dueling Poets!” yells
Chad. Patchouli initialed the ducl with “Tofu, 
spaccdust, gorp in warm spring, and a pair of 
burl ap socks... These arc a few of my favorite 
things." An undaunted Wade makes a snappy 
comeback with “Dumptracks ridin’ high in 
the tall grass, Festus ridin' shotgun on a 
chuckwagon, big slab of bacon blowin’ in 
the wind, and calving... To these things I'm 
sorta partial!" As a less then resounding 
snore echoes from the crowd. Patchouli and 
Wade shuffle off the stage, eyes planted to 
the ground. As Chad introduces the next act. 
Miles Long impersonating Maurice 
Chevalier (some French guy,) a bevy of 
young lovelies give a resounding standing 
standing ovation. A smug Miles simply says, 
“Thanks, babes...” and is declared the winner 
before he can even begin to sing “Thank 
Heaven For Little Girls."
To all those who feel com pell ed to desecrate 
the yellow ribbons around the city of 
Missoula: Those ribbons are a symbol of 
hope and love for our troops in the Middle 
East They are not a political symbol. They 
are a reminder to each of us everyday to do 
all we can in our own way to bring them 
home. Your abuse of the feelings of others is 
without defense, and shows your immaturity 
and lack of understanding. 2-21-1
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? We can 
help) Confidential, caring support. Free 
pregnancy test. BIRTHRIGHT, 549-0406. 
1-9-37
International Wildlife Film Festival Student 
Chapter weekly meeting. 4p.m. Friday at 
the Pressbox. All interested students 
welcome.
VOTE NATALIE GRUBB ASUM
SENATE 2-21-1
HELP WANTED
We Need Self-Motivated Students. Earn 
up to$10/hr. Market credit cards on cam pus. 
Flexible hours. Only 10 positions available. 
Call Now 1-800-950-8472 Ext 20 2-21-2
PEACE CORPS interviews FEB. 25, 26.
For more information stop by Sci. 448 or call
243-2839. 2-21-2
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- 
fishcries. EARN $600+/WEEK in cannery, 
$8,000-$12,000+ for two months on a 
fishing vessel. Over 8,000 openings. No 
experience necessary. Male or female. For 
68-page employment booklet, send $8.95 
to M&L research. Box 84008, Seattle, WA 
98124.—30day,unconditional, 100% money 
back guarantee. 2-21-14
Hiring lawn maintenance personnel to start 
in mid March. Call 728-2735 and leave 
message with answering machine. 2-21-5
Fly-fishing guides wanted. Send letter or 
resume to: Montana Fly-fishing Adventures: 
P.O. Box 176, Harrison, MT. 59735.2-20- 
4
Japanese Female Student to tutor/babysit 
my two year old. Will pay cash and/or give 
family dinner*, English conversation. Diane 
Fujimoto, 251-5231. 2-20-4
Part-time help needed March 1-Sept 1, 
approximately 30 hrs/wk. Organizational 
and mechanical skills helpful. Send resume: 
Box 3717, Missoula MT 59806. 2-14-8
OVERSEAS JOBS, $900-2000 mo. 
Summer, yr. round, all countries, all fields. 
Free info, write UC, PO box 52 Corona Del 
Mar, CA 92625. 2-6-15
Wanted: People wishing to work for the 
environment and family sustainable 
agriculture. Nothem Plains has a full time 
organizing position available to be located 
in Miles City, MT; 6 months training in 
Billings. Long hours, very rewarding work; 
salary to begin at 10,000-15,000/yr., 
depending on experience; 1 month paid 
vacation, full health insurance. To apply 
send resume, 3 references and writing 
sample to Teresa Erickson, NPRC, 419 
Stapleton Building, Billings, MT 59101.
SERVICES
Computer Calculated Astrological Charts.
Send name, birthdate (birthplace and time, 
if known) with $6.50 to Quadstar, Box 393, 
Victor, MT. 59875 2-20-8
We style, you smile. Post Office Barber 
Shop, $6 Broadway & Pattec, 1 block from 
Higgins & Broadway. 549-4295. 1-15-25
Acoustic guitar lessons, theory and 
improvisation included. Call Chris, 542- 
3116.
TYPING
RUSH TYPING? Phone Berta 251-4125.
2-5-22
FAST ACCURATE VERNA BROWN, 
543-3782.
OFFICE OUTPUT SECRETARIAL
SERVICE (VISA/MC ACCEPTED) 929 
SW. HIGGINS 728-8900. 1-29-8
Fast, Efficient, Experienced Typist using
Word Processor-Term Papers, Resumes, Etc. 
Call Sonja 543-8565.
Typing, word processing, spreadsheets, 
graphic covers, research projects, term 
papers, etc. Will pick upon campus. \-TTl- 
2534. 2-12-18
Typing term papers etc., 251-5218. 2-13-4
FOR SALE
FOR SALE EXTRA LARGE DORM 
FRIDGE. BRAND NEW, MUST SELL- 
rrs A STEAL! CALL 542-0617 EVES. 
KEEP TRYING! 2-15-3
Commodore Computer, Disk Drive, Color
Monitor, games, joysticks, reference books
$300.00. Call 243-3403. 2-20-4.
Plane Ticket for sale. One way Mis soul a to
Denver or Houston. March 21st. $200.00. 
549-1596. 2-20-4
Queen size waterbed. $225.00 o.b.o. Call 
243-3403. 2-20-4
AUTOMOTIVE
Government seized vehicles from $100.
Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys, 
surplus Buyers Guide. 1 -805-962-8000exL 
5-8339. 2-20-9
ROOM FOR RENT
One room: $175/mo. Another: $150/mo.
Share kitchen. Grownups only. 721-0001.
2-20-2
ROOM FOR RENT in nice wood-heated 
house on the hill. Master room with bath 
available. Full house privileges. Quiet, 
homey atmosphere. Great place to study 
and grow. Easy 10 minute bus or bike ride 
to campus. Non-smoker please. 542-1546. 
2-15-5
Sleeping room, edge of campus. No 
cooking, no smoking, $135. Phone 549- 
8708 or 728-2734. 2-21-3
Apartment for rent. Two rooms, close to 
campus. CaB 542-1729 2-21-3
ROOMMATES
NEEDED
Male, non-smoker, no pets. Prime location: 
near University, downtown, Bernice's, 
river. Backyard, garden, porch, gas. Great 
house! CaU 543-0069 A.S.A.P. $192.50/ 
month. Alex or Phil. 2-20-2
Large House, many extras. Pets O.K. 721 ■ 
8948. Available immediately! 2-21-3
Roommate needed to share two bedroom 
house. Close to campus. CaU 549-7876. 2- 
21-3
SCHOLARSHIPS
MONEY FOR COLLEGE, 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND GRANTS. 
ACADEMIC FINANCIAL SERVICES 1- 
800-475-2288, EXT. 1011. 2-7-20
Get Down!
In
the Classifieds!
1/2 Price Pool
1-7 p.m. Daily
Doubles 8-Ball 
Tournament
March 9th-10th
Weekly Dart 
Tournament
Saturdays_____
Weekly Cribbage 
Tournament 
Sunday & Tuesday
Corner Pocket 
2100 Stephens - South Center 
(Behind Albertson's) 
728-9023
Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men - Women. Summer/ 
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS. 
TOUR GUIDES. RECREATION PERSONNEL. 
Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean, 
Hawaii, Bahamas. South Pacific, Mexico. 
CALL NOWI Call refundable
1-206-736-7000, Ext.600N1
•
 Sale! Entire
Stock of 
__________ Suits 
3 Prices Only
$99.99 $149.99 $199.99
Choose from famous 
name brands: 
Raffinati 
Evan Pichone 
Botany 500
President George M, Dennison
Weekly Open Office Hours
Appointments Appreciated |
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from page 3.
hard work.” Menahan also said 
Ream “is an excellent legislator, a 
good Democrat and a good friend.”
Mike Kadas, D- Mi ssoula, shares
Menahan'sappreciation of Ream’s 
effectiveness as a lawmaker.
Kadas said that “Bob takes time 
to listen to people and to under­
stand issues — he respects others’ 
opinions.”
Kadas said he met Ream while a 
student at UM when “we were both 
activists. His activism was on 
environmental issues, mine was
peace and anti-nuclear weapons.”
The two Missoula legislators 
have been good friends for 10 years, 
Kadas said. “We have similar inter­
ests legislatively, and we like to 
share dumb jokes.”
Kadas said that despite Ream’s 
sense of humor and light-hearted 
attitude, he takes his work as a 
legislator very seriously and has 
accomplished a lot during his time 
in Helena.
Some of the ways Ream has left 
his mark on Montana include:
• In 1983 he sponsored
Montana’s S uperfund Law for Toxic 
Waste Cleanup.
• In 1985 he sponsored the Stream 
Access Law that guarantees recrea­
tionists the right to use Montana 
streams. Ream said the Stream 
Access Law is one of the most sig­
nificant pieces of legislation he has 
ever passed because it ended bitter 
debate between landowners and 
recreationists.
• His testimony in 1970 helped 
Congress designate the Missouri 
River as wild and scenic.
• His research on wolves in Gla­
cier National Park has helped wild­
life biologists learn more about the 
elusive animals.For the remainder 
of the 1991 session. Ream said he 
will work hard on taxation issues, 
including income tax reform that 
would makefiling simpler for tax­
payers and would close some loop­
holes.
“I’m trying to put everyone on 
an even playing field so people who 
make more pay more,” he said.
Ream is also sponsoring House 
Bill 556, which would place tougher 
restrictions on the 40 private game 
farms in Montana.
He said game farms, which
started out as a hobby for some 
people, “devalue wildlife by treat­
ing the animals almost like cattle.” 
The commercialization of wild­
life on the game farms, and the 
capturing of wildlife that often 
accompanies the business, “gives 
true hunting a bad name,” Ream 
said.
For all your 
best UM 
sports 
coverage 
see page six
PMS talk notes symptoms
By Shannon McDonald 
for the Kaimin
Women who experience depres­
sion, irritability, water retention or 
cravings for certain foods may be 
suffering from premenstrual syn­
drome, a local physical therapist 
said Wednesday.
Janet Hulme was the third 
speaker in a four-week UM lecture 
series for women. She said a study 
conducted a few years ago indi­
cated that 40 to 50 percent of all 
women had at least one symptom of 
PMS and about 47 percent had two 
or more symptoms.
Hulme said PMS is caused by 
having too much or too little of a 
certain hormone (estrogen or pro­
gesterone) in the body at the wrong 
time. Whether women realize it, 
hormones have a dramatic effect on 
how they act in normal life.
“They don’t have to suffer with 
it,” she said. “Premenstrual syn­
drome tends to get worse as we get 
older so we need to deal with it”
There are four characteristic 
groups of PMS symptoms, she said. 
Most women who suffer from PMS 
have the symptoms included in one 
of these groups but some experi­
ence symptoms from all of the 
groups, she said.
The first type is tension or anx i - 
ety PMS which is characterized by 
irritability or mood changes, she 
said.
“Basically, no matter what hap­
pens that day, it won’t strike you 
right,” she said.
She said that in the second type 
of PMS, a woman finds that she 
craves certain foods at a certain 
time of the month. Usually, the 
cravings are for sweets, because the 
liver is unable to break down glu­
cose (sugar) properly.
“The liver processes the glucose 
which gives us energy to think,”
she said. “If the glucose isn’t get­
ting to the brain, the brain yells, 
‘I’m starving!’”
Hyper-hydration PMS is the 
third type, characterized by water 
retention and breast tenderness.
This is generally caused by 
stress, which stimulates the adrenal 
glands to release a chemical that 
causes the body to retain water, she 
said.
Perhaps the most serious type is 
depression PMS. Women who have 
this type often cry or withdraw from 
regular life because of serious 
hormonal imbalances.
If a woman suspects she has 
PMS, she should chart her symp­
toms every day for a couple of 
months to see if there is a particular 
pattern in her cycle. If she thinks 
it’s serious enough, the woman 
should consult a physician who may 
prescribe hormonal treatments or 
possibly even surgery.
In general, women can practice 
self-care to relieve some of the 
symptoms of PMS, she said. They 
need to be sure to get enough of all 
the B vitamins, calcium and mag­
nesium each day, she said. Also, 30 
minutes of exercise every day and 
20 minutes of relaxation are cru­
cial.
“We can ’ t run our lives on nutri­
tion and exercise and think we’re 
going to function in a whole way,” 
she said. “We need to practice re­
laxation.”
She said balanced nutrition, 
exercise and relaxation will help to 
balance the body’s hormones. In 
addition, avoid too much alco­
hol because it depletes the B vita­
mins, she said.
Decreasing the intake of sweets 
and caffeine because the body can 
be irritating to the body. Finally, 
drink lots of water—a minimum of 
a quart a day.
Regents keep authority
HELENA (AP)—A legislative 
committee Wednesday night killed 
a bill that would have stripped the 
state Board of Regents of most of 
its power to run the Montana uni­
versity system.
The House Education Commit­
tee voted 14-6 to table a proposed 
constitutional amendment remov­
ing the provision giving the regents 
“full power, responsibility and 
authority to supervise, coordinate, 
manage and control” the system.
The board would have been left 
with management powers granted 
it by the Legislature.
Rep. Bob Bachini, D-Havre, 
urged the committee to approve his 
measure and give voters in 1992 a 
chance to decide whether to adopt 
the change. The regents too often 
are viewed as a fourth branch of 
government and are not as account­
able as other state agencies, he said.
‘ ‘Let the people decide whether 
they (the regents) should have this 
sole power or not,” Bachini said. 
“We shouldn’t give them broad 
authority to be answerable to no 
one.”
House Bill 658 reflects a long­
standing dispute between some 
lawmakers and higher education 
officials over control of the univer­
sity system. The Legislature has 
the power to appropriate money to 
fund the system, while the regents 
manage the six state-run schools.
Rep. Ray Peck, another Havre 
Democrat, supported the measure 
as one that could el im inate a flaw in 
the constitution. Much of the ten­
sion between the Legislature and 
regents could be ended if the con­
stitutional language is changed, he 
said.
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